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Welcome!
When we work together, we can accomplish more.
Microsoft is committed to accelerating digital transformation at a global scale with our
powerful partner ecosystem. As a partner, you have access to a global ecosystem of
customers—plus the resources and guidance you need to reach them effectively.
Europe is undoubtedly an economic powerhouse. Its combined countries make up the
world’s third-largest population and more than one-fifth of the world’s global economy.
With most multinational companies having a presence in Europe, tapping into this region
is a vital component of many businesses’ growth stories. However, Geo Expansion is not
an endeavor to be taken lightly. A complex set of well-established business cultures exists
across European countries. While mostly unified under the European Union (EU) or
European Free Trade Association (EFTA), there are many exceptions to regulations and
practices. Cultural and regulatory nuances should be researched and respected.

The objective of this document is to provide
a detailed overview of what Geo Expansion
into the European market entails, the scale of
the opportunity within the region, how
Partners can engage and be supported by
Microsoft in their expansion efforts, and
considerations Partners should review when
planning to expand into Europe.
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Geo Expansion – What does it mean?
Geo Expansion is the growth strategy of broadening a business geographically beyond
its home country.
Many Microsoft Partners are currently investigating European expansion strategies,
including opening offices in new territories, hiring local sales forces, outsourcing
business development, and creating strategic partnerships.
Many find expansion to new geographies time-consuming and costly. Small- to
medium-sized businesses (SMBs) often face challenges when operating from half a
continent or more away, including establishing a local presence with staff and offices,
adapting to local laws and customs, finding and qualifying sales staff, partnering with
hosting and service providers, and designating managers to oversee day-to-day
operations.
These tasks can seem daunting. The average SMB might let the opportunity fade away
because they simply do not know how to overcome these challenges. Businesses that
take on the hard work of Geo Expansion are making decisions that will expand their
market share and secure their future.
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The European Opportunity
Europe’s structure can seem confusing to an outsider. The continent essentially
operates as one system with many exceptions.
The primary multilateral institution on the continent is the EU. The EU evolved from a
post-WWII organization of six countries to a more far-reaching ambition. The core
principles are free movement of goods, services, capital, and labor among its member
countries.
Yet not all European countries are members of the EU. Some would like to be but have
not yet been accepted, such as Turkey and Albania. Others prefer to remain outside but
in a close orbit as the European Economic Area (EEA). The United Kingdom formally left
the EU in January 2020.
Even within the EU, there are country-specific variations in free movement and currency
policies.
Some countries (Denmark, Sweden) preferred to maintain their own currency over
adopting the EU common currency, the euro. Others (Poland, Romania) are in an
adoption "waiting room" due to their macroeconomic credentials or use the euro but
are not recognized as members of the EU (Montenegro). Appendix A further
categorizes countries of the EU, the EEA, their currency, and other details.
A major success of the EU is the dismantling of internal border infrastructure to allow
free movement of people and sharing of passenger data. Yet again, not all countries
signed up for this (Ireland) and others were not accepted.

The EU, EEA, and EFTA
With approximately 446 million inhabitants, the EU has the world’s third largest
population, behind China and India. The population continues to grow through a
combination of more births than deaths and net migration.
Its more than four million square kilometers houses 27 member countries. There are six
candidate countries for EU accession: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro,
North Macedonia, Serbia, and Turkey.
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The combined 27-member countries create an economic powerhouse. According to the
International Monetary Fund, they represent 22 percent of the global economy. The EU
is globally second to the United States in nominal terms and third in purchasing power
parity (PPP) to China and the United States. The EU GDP in 2018 was an estimated 18.8
trillion USD (nominal).
The EEA combines EU countries with Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway to create a free
trade zone. This free trade zone includes goods, capital, services, and persons, but not
agriculture and fisheries. The EU is a much broader entity than the EEA, as it is more
than a single market; it is a political and economic union. The EEA agreement accounts
for a relatively low amount of EU lawmaking. It does not include the EU Customs Union
and trade agreements with developing countries. However, it does encompass
common competition regulations with the EU.
The EFTA combines Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland into a free trade
area. A completely different group of member countries originated the EFTA in 1960 as
an alternative to an EU precursor. That precursor was the European Economic
Community. EFTA members negotiate trade deals independent from the EU as they are
not a part of the EU Customs Union. They also do not pass legislation but must
incorporate selected EU laws domestically to access the EU Single Market.
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The European Opportunity (continued)

Legislative Roles
One of the most common areas of confusion about Europe is the role of national
versus EU government. The EU only has the authority conferred upon it from treaties
ratified by all member countries. In certain areas, the EU alone can pass laws and
member countries apply the law. Meanwhile, some competences are shared between
the EU and member states. Other areas are the primary responsibility of the member
state. Table 1 details jurisdictions.

EU

Shared

Member Countries

Customs Union,
Competition Rules for the
Single Market, Monetary
Policy, Trade, Marine
Plants and Animals

Energy, Security, Single
Market, Transport

Public Health, Culture,
Tourism, Education

Table 1: EU, Member Country and Shared Jurisdictions

The Eurozone
Nineteen of the 27 EU member states have adopted the euro as currency. This
monetary union is known as the eurozone or euro area. The eight remaining countries
continue to use their own currency. Except for Denmark, the remaining countries are
obliged to adopt the euro in the future when they meet certain criteria.
Andorra, Monaco, San Marino, and Vatican City have also adopted the euro. Yet,
special arrangements allow them to also issue their own coins. Another exception is
made for Kosovo and Montenegro. These two countries use the euro but are not in the
eurozone.
No country has ever left the eurozone and there are no policies in place on how a
country would leave, by choice or expulsion.
The Eurosystem is the monetary authority of the eurozone.
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The European Opportunity (continued)

Economic Sectors
The services sector comprises almost 75% of EU GDP. The tourism sector is a key
component of the services sector and has benefited from Europe-wide visa-free travel
put into motion by the Schengen treaty in 1985. The world’s most visited countries are
all within the EU, including France, Spain, Italy, and Germany, according to the United
Nation’s World Tourism Organization.
The manufacturing industry accounts for much less of the EU GDP than services at
approximately 24%. Yet, this single market has proven more successful in the area of
goods than services due to an absence of an integrated internal capital market for
services.
The agriculture sector is 1.5% of EU GDP, supported by subsidies from the European
Union in the form of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). This generally accounts for
a third of the total budget for the Union. Non-European companies perceive
agriculture as one of the toughest sectors to penetrate, partially due to the strong
protectionist tradition for the farming sector.

Headquartering in Europe
When it comes to tech, Europe lags in many areas behind the US and China. According
to a biennial European Commission review of European R&D performance, there are
eight times as many billion-dollar start-ups in the United States than in Europe. In
China, there are four times as many. Additionally, 19 percent of the world’s artificial
intelligence (AI) firms were in Europe in 2018, compared to 32 percent in the US and 23
percent in China. This led the Commission to declare the EU “not yet a digital leader.”
Despite comparative underrepresentation of tech in Europe, general optimism
surrounds the industry--with good reason. In some areas, including the green
transition, Europe is leading the way. The EU is a leader in both patents and published
scientific papers relating to bioeconomy and climate.
The EU is taking action to restore its technological sovereignty and decrease its
dependence on China and the US to bring in tech companies. The EU‘s actions include
increasing public funding of tech and regulating existing industry giants as well as AI
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The European Opportunity (continued)

technologies. Data storage for tech giants and emerging AI technologies is of particular
concern. The EU seeks to prevent both unfair competitive advantages caused by mass
data owned by the tech giants of the world, and the implications of AI facial
recognition technology.
Billions of euros worth of EU funding has gone into clean aviation, hydrogen fuel cells,
and tech start-ups. A scheduled €94.4 billion euros is to be spent on Horizon Europe, a
research and innovation program, between 2021 to 2027.
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Microsoft in Europe – The Subsidiaries and
Structure
Partners should understand company terminology and the Subsidiary structure for
Europe to be more efficient and aligned with Microsoft.
Geographical zones within Microsoft are described as:
• Time zones: Overall geographical zones enveloping several countries.
• Regions/Areas: Collections of countries within a region.
• Subsidiaries: Individual countries within an area.
EMEA (Europe, Middle East, and Africa) is the time zone spanning from Portugal to
Russia, whereas the Area known as Europe refers to several European Areas, which are
each separate Subsidiaries. Note that this document only includes the Europe structure
and not the Middle East and Africa structure.
In addition to the geographical classification, each Europe-based sub is categorized as:
• Developed: Economically advanced countries.
• Emerging: Nations currently investing in more productive capacity.
• New market: Yet undeveloped.
The time zone of Europe is split into five Areas with one or more Subsidiaries each, as
shown in Table 2.
Areas
United Kingdom
France
Germany
Western Europe

Subsidiaries
United Kingdom
France
Germany
Ireland
Portugal
Spain
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
Denmark
Norway

Market
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
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Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)

Sweden
Finland
Switzerland
Austria
Iceland
Liechtenstein
San Marino
Monaco
Andorra
Gibraltar
Iceland
Russia
Poland
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Hungary
Greece
Bulgaria
Romania
Slovenia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Montenegro
Ukraine
Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Croatia
Serbia
Kosovo
Macedonia
Malta
Moldova
Albania
Cyprus
Azerbaijan
Armenia
Georgia
Belarus
Turkmenistan
Tajikistan
Kyrgyzstan
Kazakhstan
Uzbekistan

Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Developed
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging
Emerging

Table 2: Areas, Subsidiaries, and Markets within Europe
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Microsoft in Europe – The Subsidiaries and Structure (continued)

Multi-Subsidiary Areas (MSAs)
Western Europe and Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), along with Asia Pacific (APAC)
and Latin America (LATAM), are referred to as Microsoft Multi-Subsidiary Areas (MSAs).
MSAs are treated differently to single Subsidiaries because of the variance of business
cultures, languages, and other complexities existing within the defined space.
Areas and Subsidiaries are run somewhat autonomously from each other. However, the
Microsoft organisation structure is mirrored in each country, with each Subsidiary
guided and supported by the team in its Area, and each Area reporting into the
Microsoft Europe time zone (TZ), headquartered in Paris, France.
Each Subsidiary has a general manager and a sales reporting line that is split into three
business groups (BGs). The three BGs are Azure (Data and Infrastructure and AI),
Modern Work (M365, Teams, Devices), and Business Applications (D365, Power
Platform).
Microsoft also supports TZ professionals within Europe. These roles connect Partners
across the five different European Areas, drive Microsoft corporate strategy, speak at
events, evangelize products, and provide resources.
Once a Partner has identified their chosen target market, they are advised to work with
each Subsidiary and Area independently. Working with multiple Subsidiaries in parallel
helps Partners gain local traction and attention from Microsoft Field Sellers in an Area.
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Aligning with Microsoft: Geo Expansion, CoSell, Go-To-Market, and Partner to Partner
Once Partners understand the Microsoft Europe organization, its Areas and
Subsidiaries, they should identify their target markets and engage with Microsoft.
Microsoft programs that can help facilitate market expansion in Europe include Geo
Expansion, Co-Sell, Go-To-Market with Microsoft, and Partner to Partner.

Geo Expansion Program
The Geo Expansion Program is designed to help Partners scale their strategic solutions
into new markets with Microsoft by activating digital GTM services, engaging local
connections, and growing target market opportunities to scale visibility. This program
prepares Partners for the market and provides guidance to navigate a new Area’s
Microsoft ecosystem. A link to the initial readiness assessment can be found in the
Further Resources and Appendices section of this document.

Co-Sell Program
The Co-Sell Program enables Partners to work with Microsoft on joint opportunities.
The end solution of the Partner-Microsoft collaboration is scaled through the Microsoft
ecosystem to reach a wider community of customers that accelerates business growth.
This program can help a Partner increase visibility, reach target customers, and find
new markets.

To get the most out of Co-Sell, Partners should:
•

Understand their unique value proposition and be able to articulate it in the context of both
the end customer and Microsoft goals.

•

Be able to share business plans, identify target segments, and provide visibility to existing
opportunities.

•

Maintain relevant offers, campaigns, or activities that can be shared with the right account
teams and customers.
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Aligning with Microsoft: Geo Expansion, Co-Sell, Go-To-Market, and Partner to Partner (continued)

In FY20, Co-Sell deals accounted for over $15.6B revenue. Co-Sell extends reach by
expanding a Partner’s solution portfolios and granting them access to a global Partner
network. They can further expand deals by creating custom solutions with Microsoft
and Partner to Partner opportunities. Additionally, collaborations with Microsoft Field
Sellers generate leads, accelerate wins, and amplify marketplace listings (see Figure 1).
Co-Sell matters to field sellers because it locates and links Partners with necessary
industry expertise and finished solutions.
Microsoft connects with customers across three channels: Direct customer purchases
via AppSource and Azure Marketplace, partner-engaged, and seller-engaged.

Figure 1: How Co-Sell Amplifies Listings as per FY21 Co-Sell Playbook (Slide 11)

Go-To-Market with Microsoft
The Go-To-Market with Microsoft program is designed to provides you with everything
you need to build to a strong marketing engine. You'll get marketing and campaign
content, marketing technology (martech), and the support and resources to amplify
your solution and power your business.
Available to all members of the Microsoft Partner Network, you have access to
marketing resources, offers, and programs—at no additional cost. Partners are advised
to activate services via Microsoft Partner Center.
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Aligning with Microsoft: Geo Expansion, Co-Sell, Go-To-Market, and Partner to Partner (continued)

Figure 2: Basic, Silver, and Gold Go-To-Market Services
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Aligning with Microsoft: Geo Expansion, Co-Sell, Go-To-Market, and Partner to Partner (continued)

Local and Regional Marketing with Microsoft
Partners entering new markets should seek out Microsoft joint-marketing possibilities.
Here is a list of team member roles that may assist in regional co-marketing
opportunities:
• Go-To-Market Partner Marketing Advisors (PMA): Accounts for joint
Microsoft marketing activities with Co-Sell-ready Independent Software Vendors
(ISVs) and System Integrators (SIs). These roles exist in all countries and are
focused on specific products, including Teams, Office 365, Azure, and Dynamics.
• Go-To-Market Lead/Partner Marketing Manager (PCMM/PMM): Leads a
country or region’s Partner marketing advisor team.
• Partner Development Managers (PDM): For Managed Partners, PDMs manage
ISVs both globally and regionally.
• Area Consumption Lead (ACL): Drives increased consumption across
Microsoft’s Azure, BizApps, and Modern Work workloads.
• Enterprise Channel Managers (ECM): Own the Co-Sell pipeline and assist in
Microsoft organization navigation for enterprise customers.
• Territory Channel Managers: Own the Co-Sell pipeline and assist in Microsoft
organization and navigation for corporate customers.
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Aligning with Microsoft: Geo Expansion, Co-Sell, Go-To-Market, and Partner to Partner (continued)

Partners entering new markets should seek out Microsoft joint-marketing possibilities.
Here is a list of team member roles that may assist in regional co-marketing
opportunities:
Event

Description

Partner Pitch/Speed-Dating
Days/Pipeline Hacks/Factory
Fridays/Partner Carousel

These events have different names area by area, but
are essentially opportunities for nominated ISVs to
attend single or multi-day sessions that connect them
with Microsoft Account Teams.

Microsoft Meetups

Community of professionals meets regularly to talk all
things Microsoft. Meetups are typically endorsed,
attended, or co-presented by Microsoft employees.

Digithons

Customer-focused visits attended by 8-10 Microsoft
selected ISVs over 1-2 days.

Discovery Days

Microsoft-organized customer-focused events that
showcase company tools such as M365, Dynamics365,
Bizapps, or AI.

Webinars

Customer-focused webinars that showcase specific
Microsoft tools with guest ISV speakers.

Landing Hours/Weeks

Event series for associated Partners focused on
products such as Teams.

Community Calls

Regularly scheduled internal Microsoft meetings
featuring a rotating nominated Partner.

Monthly Newsletters

Partners may be featured in monthly internal Microsoft
newsletters that are circulated throughout the
organization.

Microsoft Microsites

Some Subsidiaries have regional Microsoft websites
which can feature Partners.

Microsoft Technology and
Experience Centers

Microsoft demonstration centers that showcase
selected customer or Partner solutions. The 50-plus
global centers also feature sessions on Ideation,
Strategy, Architecture, Prototypes, Hackathons, and
associated Workshops.

Inspire Conference

Microsoft’s annual Partner conference. This annual
sales kick-off is a great resource for finding new
partners or meeting global Microsoft teams.

Ignite Conference

Microsoft’s annual technical conference and roadshow
for customers. This event tours internationally for
Partners that cannot travel to the US.

Table 4: Microsoft-Supported Regional Marketing Activities
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Aligning with Microsoft: Geo Expansion, Co-Sell, Go-To-Market, and Partner to Partner (continued)

Partner to Partner

It is important to have an adaptable approach to serving new markets. This can include
changing and augmenting business models, reassessing where products and services
fit in the end-to-end customer journey, and determining gaps. A key strategy to enable
a successful Geo Expansion in this context is finding the right go-to-market Partners
that have local relationships and language capability. Collaborating on sales and goto-market activities can reduce the cost of selling into new markets and increase the
efficiency of solution delivery, ultimately leading to faster ROI.
Microsoft has over 300,000 Partners globally across the technology and industry
spectrum. Linking to this network makes it possible to access a vastly greater customer
ecosystem, including markets that a Partner might not be able to address on its own.
The right partnerships can open the door to unlimited opportunity.
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Aligning with Microsoft: Geo Expansion, Co-Sell, Go-To-Market, and Partner to Partner (continued)

Partners are advised to engage in Microsoft’s Partner to Partner program as part of any
Geo Expansion initiative. Through this program, Microsoft will connect Partners to help
expand their business into new markets as shown in Figure 3. Partner to Partner is also
incorporated into the Co-Sell program so any number of Partners can work together on
opportunities with an engaged Microsoft seller.

Figure 3: Accessing Markets and Creating Solutions with Partner to Partner

Partnering Readiness
Combining business forces can be central to a company’s success in a new market. To
ensure success, Microsoft provides a Partnering Readiness Assessment. A link to the
assessment can be found in Further Resources and Appendices.
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International Trade Agencies
Government trade agencies are a little known, but incredibly valuable, resource for
entering new markets. Many trade agencies provide free or subsidized support to
Partners in their country. The agency mandate is to primarily grow exports of their
home companies to foreign markets, and secondarily grow export-backed jobs in the
home country. Some of the areas that trade agencies can assist with include:
• Introducing key industry professionals, prospective buyers, and business partners
in the target geography.
• Facilitating regional trade “missions” to learn more about a given market.
• Assisting with marketing campaigns.
• Hosting marketing events at a government venue. This may include the presence
of an ambassador or local official.
• Procuring invitations to trade dinners and other networking events.
• Sharing of market reports.
• Advising on best practices and approaches to individual markets.
• Locating market acceleration funds.
• Generating leads and other business development services, including telephone
or LinkedIn campaigns.
Trade agencies can help Partners jumpstart the relationship building process. This kind
of support will only be effective if the Partner has done the necessary pre-market entry
planning and validation. Partners should be regularly engaged with their trade agency
counterparts for greatest benefit.
A list of international trade agencies can be found in the table in Appendix A.
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Options for Geo Expansion into Europe
The relative ease of travel and the diversity of EU countries means there are many ways
to approach the market. Every ISV will need to find a strategy that fits their business
objectives. An effective strategy comes from an understanding of the customer and
their needs in each country or region.

Fly In – Fly Out Method
Risk Level: Medium | Cost: Medium Travel Costs/Low Recruitment and Set Up Costs
Historically, companies outside of the EU have physically met customers across the
region and gauged demand before they establish a local presence. This has served as a
cost-effective way to generate business opportunities, build networks, and identify and
nurture channel partners.
Upon landing in one of Europe’s main international airport hubs (London, Paris,
Frankfurt, Amsterdam, or Madrid), it is possible to travel across the continent by highspeed rail or a multitude of low-cost flight options.
However, it is important to consider language. There are 24 official languages within
Europe. Although English is fast becoming the default language for business, an
interpreter is useful in some areas. Spain, France, and Italy merit checking in advance if
the in-country representative speaks English. Professionals in Scandinavia, Benelux,
Germany, Eastern Europe, and the Balkans will likely be proficient in English.
When meeting in person is not feasible, due to travel restrictions or other reasons,
consider arranging meetings via Teams.

Relocation and Incorporation
Risk Level: High | Cost Level: High
Relocation and incorporation are the most well-known and considered methods for
Geo Expansion. Partners should complete the initial steps and quantify the market to
justify the extra financial investment.
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Options for Geo Expansion into Europe (continued)

Once a company registers in the EU or EFTA, they may offer services in any other EU or
EFTA country without establishing a local business or branch. Although it is still
important to check regional protocol, this will allow many businesses to supply services
without having to follow each country’s individual administrative procedures. This is
especially useful if the company wishes to temporarily provide the service, serve one
specific client in the territory, or test the market before committing to expansion.
Partners wishing to run a business in more than one EU country may consider
establishing a European company, or societas europaea. This allows the transfer of a
registered office to another EU country without having to completely restructure the
company and involve staff employed in more than one country.
Relocating employees carries some costs and risks, including:
• Recruitment costs of backfilling the person’s position in the home country.
• Risk of an employee wanting to return home because they cannot settle in the
region.
• Risk of an employee not adapting to business in Europe, resulting in lost
opportunities.
• Acceptance that that the person may not have a pre-established network to start
business development activity. Success will require patience from the head
office.

Incorporate and Hire Locally
Risk Level: High | Cost Level: Medium
Companies should consider incorporating and hiring locally once the market for their
product or service shows strong potential. The local hire will understand the language,
customs, and culture of the country. They also may have a pre-existing network of
relationships. This will allow an overseas company to “hit the ground running” in a new
market.

The process of incorporating a new structure with dedicated staff varies throughout
Europe. Particular attention should be paid to the complexity of tax legislation, the ease
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Options for Geo Expansion into Europe (continued)

or difficulty of hiring and firing locally, and the ease of finding staff that are
comfortable working autonomously and cross-culturally.
The process of incorporating a local partner varies from country to country. Important
considerations include:
• Legal process and time associated with setting up bank accounts.
• Familiarity with local banking and taxation regulations to ensure compliance.
• Selecting a qualified local operations and payroll partner.
• Varying working visa application process times and complexity.
• Allowing recruiters time to diligently vet candidates.
• Being careful with first hires and making the time to meet them. An unsuitable
first match can result in time lost and can set Geo Expansion plans back.

Do Nothing
Risk Level: Medium | Cost: Low
Europe presents many opportunities for companies to grow internationally. However,
companies should only embark upon a Geo Expansion strategy once they can commit
proper manpower and financial resources. While some European markets have shorter
sales cycles than others, they will still need commitment. If this is not feasible, there are
many online resources to help companies stay abreast of market trends with a view to
enter the region at a more opportune time.

Prove the Market
Risk Level: Low | Cost: Medium
Proving a market can go beyond a logical evaluation to a proof-of-concept style
approach.
Those uncomfortable with making the full Geo Expansion investment can build a
presence and pipeline of commercial sales through outsourced business development.
This presence can include a regional office address, lead generation, business
development, and marketing support.
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Options for Geo Expansion into Europe (continued)

Partnering with a market entry specialist is a low-risk option that allows a business to
test the market. Engagement of a market entry business is particularly useful when
communication in English is a barrier. A team of people in-region represent the
business, follow up on leads and deals, and build relationships with target customers.
Proving the market through an outside company offers:
• Immediate on-location presence, a mandatory requirement for some Europeanbased RFPs.
• Expansion into Europe without wholesale investment or incorporation.
• Regular in-person connections to both existing customers and new prospects.
• Experience and cultural knowledge on the ground without lead time.
• A pipeline and platform on which Partners can make well-balanced resourcing
decisions.
• Microsoft’s Geo Expansion team can connect partners with companies in Europe
who can provide these services. More details are in the Appendices.

Go to Market Through Channel Partners
Risk Level: Medium | Cost: Low
Partnering with a network of value-added resellers, systems integrators, and boutique
consultancies can prove effective. A network of local partners creates a regional
footprint that would be time consuming and expensive to replicate with a direct sales
force. A successful ecosystem requires a robust partner program and sufficient time to
build out a new partner ecosystem and keep partners engaged and focused on the
partnership.
This strategy can work alongside other options as a hybrid approach. The channel is a
well-established way to successfully expand into Europe and a recognized business
model on the continent. Partners are advised to follow this approach properly and with
care.
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Options for Geo Expansion into Europe (continued)

Additionally, while it takes time to build the foundation, the following guiding
principles can establish a successful channel ecosystem in Europe, and the long-term
results can be a hefty reward.

1

Lean on Channel Partners when navigating local culture
In Europe, a Channel Partner’s key value-adds can include local language ability and deftness
at building relationships through familiarity with the culture. ISV’s should let the Partner take
the lead in this area. They will support the selling process with a cultural sensitivity that will be
valuable from initial contract to negotiation and closing.

Leverage a Channel Partner’s local market reputation
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It takes time to build credibility as an international software vendor coming into a region with
few local reference customers. Partnering with an established distributor or value-added
credible reseller with an existing customer base in the market is a real asset. Prospective
customers can be confident that they will be supported locally by the Partner, who may be
more attuned to their specific needs than the ISV.

Learn from a Channel Partner’s understanding of the market

3

4

5

There are 44 vastly different countries in Europe, making it impossible for a newcomer to
understand each market in-depth. Channel Partners will understand the pulse of the local
markets. They will understand what level of support customers expect, the price they are willing
to pay, and which product features they require. It is normal for software providers to change
strategies when entering different regions in Europe. Partners can provide great insight into
these changes, even those that may not be immediately in alignment with an ISV’s home
market strategy.

A Channel Partner’s existing customers are the first target market
Channel Partners will have existing customers in other areas that may find the ISV’s product
relevant. These existing customers are a ready-made base of prospects that a Channel Partner
can approach with an ISV’s solution. This cross-selling can be a partnership’s first steps. It can
also serve as a method to refine and localize the selling strategy before expanding out to the
broader market.

What’s good for a Channel Partner is good for a business
A Channel Partner chose a solution because they believed that they could sell it successfully
and use the profits to grow their business. An ISV that assists in achieving this goal will grow in
return. ISVs can help Channel Partners by offering advice on how other Channel Partners are
approaching solutions, bringing in a professional service team to advise a Channel Partner on
building their own professional service practice, adapting the commercial model as business
conditions change, and ensuring it always makes financial sense for both members of the
partnership. A good partnership can last for life.
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Key Considerations

Prioritize target markets
As one of the most diverse markets in the world, it is important for Partners to prioritize
their European target markets. To expand in the area and navigate its different
Microsoft Subsidiary Organizations can require a significant amount of time.
A Geo Expansion strategy that prioritizes individual markets and approaches them one
at a time can yield better results than trying to enter the entire region all at once. One
reason for this priority-phased approach is that personnel, resource, and travel
expenditure investment associated with entering multiple markets can be cumbersome.
Partners should pinpoint their target markets and work with the local Microsoft teams
to build traction on an individual country basis.
It is important for companies to break up the market opportunity into individual
countries with distinctive goals. They also must research local markets to understand
market potential, challenges, and competitors. It is common for companies with
success in their domestic market to overlook strong, but perhaps unknown, local
competitors and then fail with their market expansion.
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Key Considerations (continued)

Commitment and a physical presence
Commitment to a location in Europe is important and complex. There are multiple
viable tech hubs to start their operations. The choice of destination for European
operations will vary greatly and individually. Established market expansion landing hubs
include London, Paris, Berlin, Amsterdam, and Barcelona.

Internationalization
It would be easy if expanding into Europe was as simple as translating the product and
website into a foreign language. However, the marketing message needs to be adapted
for a European audience to be as relevant and compelling as possible. A Partner
solution ROI can differ greatly country by country. Campaigns need to consider local
market conditions and cost points. Furthermore, the message should be adapted for
local culture and be identifiable.
Ultimately, the product and European versions of the website should be designed in a
way that removes barriers to localization or international deployment.
“Internationalization” is not to be confused with “localization,” which is the translation
of a product or document into a local language.
Internationalization is a fundamental step in a company’s design, development, and
Go-To-Market process of which localization is an important component.
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Key Considerations (continued)

Data Protection in Europe (GDPR)
Companies operating in Europe must familiarize themselves with the world’s most
stringent data protection regime, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). This
EU regulation on data protection and privacy addresses the transfer of personal data
outside the EU and EEA. The GDPR aims to give individuals control over their personal
data and simplify the regulatory environment for international business.
Two years after the introduction of GDPR, the rules have proven difficult to implement.
This is particularly true for small- and medium-sized industries and new technologies,
like artificial intelligence, blockchain, and the internet of things. Many large US
technology companies, including Microsoft, Apple, Google, Twitter, Facebook, and
LinkedIn, have chosen to locate their European Headquarters in Ireland. This has
created a backlog of GDPR cases for Ireland’s regulators to process.

Cloud Computing in Europe
Cloud computing is crucial for the European data economy. Under current regulations,
companies can store and process their data in a cloud anywhere on EU territory.
The European Commission has extensive initiatives for data portability, strategy,
mapping, and cybersecurity in the cloud. Additionally, there are existing agreements on
cloud service and outsourcing requirements, and a European Open Science Cloud for
storing, sharing, and re-using scientific data and results.

Patent Protection in Europe
Both national and EU patents offer protection for technical inventions in Europe. The
European Commission is working on a new patent and patent court that will provide
uniform protection across all participating countries. The new patent should provide
cost savings and reduce administrative burdens. It is advised to check on the progress
of these developments.
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European Business Culture
Europe can seem difficult to navigate due to the multitude of languages, historic
rivalries, government structures, and the sheer diversity of business etiquette. A first
business meeting can range from a structured and formal exchange to a relaxed and
casual chat over lunch with little reference to business. It is worthwhile to research this
oft-overlooked aspect of doing business in Europe as it can have a significant impact
on something as fundamental as the length of sales cycles and optimal channels to
market. We have highlighted the three wealthiest economies in Europe as a high-level
introduction to doing business in the region.

United Kingdom
The UK is often viewed as a launchpad by companies seeking to develop business
opportunities in Europe. It is easy to see why. Historically, it has been a top recipient of
foreign direct investment projects (FDI) in Europe. The UK speaks the global language
and shares it with the largest market in the world, the US. The country has links to a
vast number of growing economies within the Commonwealth. It maintains close ties
with the European Union, one of the world’s richest economic areas. Although Brexit
changed the UK’s trading relationship with the EU, the UK remains a key element in any
company’s European Geo Expansion strategy.
The UK has a reputation as an easy place to do business. UK companies view it as in
their interest to meet potential new partners. They rarely use “gatekeepers” to restrict
access to key decision makers, a practice often found in continental Europe. In business
meetings, negotiations are a joint-process with Brits generally striving for a “win-win”
outcome. Haggling is rare and meetings can be friendly, although formalities may
remain in more traditional industries.
The British style of speaking is often indirect and subtle. This can be difficult for
outsiders to understand. Compared with continental European countries, such as
France and Germany, new business relationships can be quick to establish but equally
easy to replace. The long-term business relationship common in French and German
companies is less prevalent. Still, the UK remains a major global hub for key industries
like financial services, aerospace, pharmaceuticals, and advanced manufacturing. It
hosts a vibrant start-up scene and is one of the world’s foremost hubs for the creative
sectors given its rich and diverse culture.
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European Business Culture (continued)

France
France is similar to the UK in terms of economy and population size. Like the UK, it also
has historical ties to external regions of the world, in France's case that includes Africa
and the Middle East.
France was one of the first countries in the world to invest in high-speed rail. It has one
of the highest quality road and rail networks in Europe due to consistently high levels
of public investment.
The French State accounts for a disproportionate share of GDP expenditures at around
56 percent, the highest in the OECD in 2018. Furthermore, labor conditions and wages
are highly regulated, and the State continues to own shares in some of the country’s
largest companies.
France tops the world rankings in many ways. It is a leader in energy, agriculture, and
tourism. Seventy-eight percent of its energy production is generated by nuclear
technologies. It is also the EU’s largest agricultural power producing an estimated 300
varieties of cheese alone. It is the world’s most popular tourist destination. Additionally,
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European Business Culture (continued)

it hosts many top multinationals, including L’Oréal (cosmetics), Axa (insurance), LVMH
(luxury goods), Veolia (environmental services), and J.C. Decaux (outdoor advertising).
France shows interest in attracting overseas investors and has one of the world’s most
generous government subventions for investments in research and development at up
to 30%. It also has simplified procedures for starting a new business. However, France
can seem more complex than the UK to outside business observers. While English is
becoming more commonplace as the language of business, especially among younger
generations and in technology sectors, it is not unusual to meet senior French business
executives with little or no command of English.
French companies are often run in similar fashion to large state bureaucracies. There
can be a fluid interchange between the world of politics and business in the country.
Company outsiders may find it difficult to gain an audience with key decision makers as
their time and attention may be protected by an assistant.
Relationships and shared alma maters are important parts of French business. Foreign
companies will want to target the most senior decision makers possible as decisions
made at operational levels may be cast aside in favor of opportunities available within a
pre-existing and trusted network. However, new business relationships that survive this
initial due diligence process are more likely to experience greater loyalty and a longerterm relationship than in more transactional countries of Northern Europe.
Finally, France is recognized for having a high-quality STEM education sector. Outsiders
will notice a strong thread of logic in French business meetings. This approach has
helped develop strong math-related sectors in France, such as logistics, engineering,
complex financial products, and artificial intelligence.

Germany
Germany is the fourth largest market in the world and Europe’s largest economy. It is
one of the world’s major industrial nations and is the world’s third largest exporter,
after China and the US. Germany boasts dense communications and transport networks
and is recognized for its research and development (R&D). No other country in Europe
invests greater amounts in R&D.
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Like the UK and France, Germany has produced its fair share of global multinationals.
Some of these include Siemens, Allianz, Volkswagen, Daimler, BMW, Bosch, and SAP.
What sets the country apart is the scale and breadth of its Mittelstand companies.
Mittelstand companies are medium-sized, family-run companies. Many have been
nurtured over a century or more and thrive due to long-term family vision, conservative
financing, and practical operating practices. These companies often succeed due to
razor-like focus on a single product area where they have developed unrivaled
expertise.
While in the UK and France large parts of the GDP are generated in capital cities,
German industry is spread throughout the country. Small towns and rural villages can
be dominated by a single, world-leading multinational. Examples include the towns of
Walldorf (SAP), Melsungen (Braun), Herzogenaurach (Adidas and Puma), and Gutersloh
(Miele, Bertelsmann).
Germany is known for highly skilled workers. There is also a cultural emphasis on
higher education and professional qualifications. Renowned for their focus and
attention to detail, Germans are often highly prized problem solvers. While this is a gift
in areas like manufacturing, the German approach may appear inflexible and rigid in
areas like the service industry. In business meetings, Germans are likely more formal
than their European counterparts. High value is placed on punctuality, facts, and logicbased presentations.
Avoid over-familiarity in business meetings and unverifiable claims. It is best to present
the company’s proposition in factual statements. Although German companies are very
hierarchical in nature, the direction of travel from a contact perspective is firmly bottom
up. Avoid pitching a company to senior decision makers until there is positive traction
at the operational level of the company. Germans are comfortable undertaking
business dealings in English. However, any contractual documents will be in German.
The key rule of thumb for doing business in this part of Europe is to always follow
through on commitments. Failure to do so will lower the standing of the company in
the German mind irrespective of how compelling the product or service may be.
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Conclusion
Europe’s diversity can make Geo Expansion seem daunting. For those who understand
the marketplace and take the right steps, this is an achievable business growth
strategy.
A business can succeed through careful selection and understanding of Microsoft
Subsidiaries, alignment with proper resources, and appropriate choice of presence.
Businesses should also fully comprehend regional business cultures, practices, and
processes. Companies should know their own product, what makes it unique, and what
it has to offer both Microsoft and clients in their target Subsidiaries.
There are many resources available for Geo Expansion. Microsoft can provide market
preparation and guidance for navigating the company ecosystem. Programs like CoSell, Go-To-Market, and Partner to Partner aid in scaling solutions into new territories,
engaging local contacts, and growing opportunities and visibility. Government trade
agencies offer networking, marketing, funding, and intelligence assistance.
There are many ways to establish a business presence. The decision should depend on
level of risk and cost comfort as well as needs. Whichever route a business chooses,
patience is critical. Expect challenges, but know great rewards wait for those willing to
prepare and adapt as they take on opportunity.
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Additional Resources and Appendices
1. Geo Expansion Readiness Assessment: https://www.crossborderexpansion.com/
2. Geo Expansion Program Application Form:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=v4j5cvGGr0GRqy180BHbR_k99mssvZAjDC3LjkjW55UNzJXWUNFQjIwQjNPMUgwMktYVzJXQTVMVS4u
3. Geo Expansion Playbook: https://assetsprod.microsoft.com/mpn/en-us/optimize-grow-guide.pdf
4. Partner Center: https://partner.microsoft.com
5. Go-To-Market with Microsoft website: https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/membership/go-to-market
6. Marketing Resource Hub: https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/marketing-resource-hub
7. Go-To-Market with Microsoft Offers for Purchase: https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/offersfor-purchase
8. Cloud Enablement Desk: https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/campaigns/ced-nomination-form/
9. Co-sell With Microsoft: https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/membership/sell-with-microsoft
10. Co-sell How-To Documents: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/referrals
11. Partner to Partner: https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/connect/build-partnerships
12. Azure Market Place: https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps
13. AppSource: https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-US/

Whitepaper Content Sources
1. https://europa.eu/
2. https://www.oecd.org/
3. https://tradingeconomics.com/
4. https://www.intracen.org/
5. https://www.statista.com/
6. https://www.worldbank.org/
7. https://www.doingbusiness.org/
8. https://www.weforum.org/
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Appendix A: European Data and Trade Agencies
Popu
latio
n

GNI
Per
Capita
(US$)

Curren
cy

Official
Languages

Member Trade Development
ship of
Agency
EU/EEA

Russia
(partly)

145.
9

10,230

Ruble
(RUB)

Russian

No

www.rtedc.org

World
Bank
DB
Rankin
g
28

Germany

83.7

47,450

Euro

German

EU
(1958)

www.gtai.de

22

United
Kingdom

66.4

41,330

Pound

English

EU until
Dec
2020

www.great.gov.u k

8

France

66.9

41,070

Euro

French

60.4

33,560

Euro

Italian

www.businessfrance.f
r
www.ice.it
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Italy

EU (1
958)
EU
(1958)

Spain

46.7

29,450

Euro

Spanish

EU
(1986)

www.icex.es

30

Ukraine

44.6

2, 660

Hrivna
(UAH)

Ukrainian

No

www.epo. org.ua

64

Poland

37.9

14,150

Zloty
(PLN)

Polish

EU
(2004)

www.paih.gov.pl

40

Romania

19.4

11,290

Leu
(RON)

Romanian

EU
(2007)

www.investromania.g
ov. ro

55

Netherland

17. 2

51,280

Euro

Dutch

www.hollandtradeand
invest.com

42

s
Belgium

EU
(1958)

11.4

45,430

Euro

EU
(1958)

www.abh-ace.be

46

Czechia

10.6

20,250

Korun
a (CZK)

Dutch,
French,
German
Czech

EU
(2004)

www.czechtrade.cz

41

Greece

10. 7

19,540

Euro

Greek

EU
(1981)

www.ent
erprisegreece.gov.gr

79

Portugal

10.2

21,680

Euro

Portuguese

10.1

55,070

Krona
(SEK)

Swedish

www.portugalglobal.p
t
www.businesssweden.com

39

Sweden

EU
(1986)
EU
(1995)

58

10
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Hungary

9.7

14,590

Forint
(HUF)

Hungarian

EU
(2004)

www.hepa.hu

52

Belarus

9.4

5,670

Rouble
(BYN)

Belarusian,
Russian

No

www.econoy.gov.by

49

Austria

8.8

49,250

Euro

German

EU
(1995)

www.advantageaustri
a.org

27

Serbia

6.9

6,390

Dinar
(RSD)

Serbian

No

www.ras.gov.rs

44

Switzerland

8.5

83,580

Swiss
Franc
(CHF)

EFTA

www.s-ge.c om

36

Bulgaria

7.0

8,860

Lev
(BGN)

German,
French,
Romansh,
Italian
Bulgarian

EU
(2007)

www.investbg.govern
ment.bg

61

Denmark

5.7

60,140

Krone
(DKK)

Danish

EU
(1973)

www.um.dk

4

Finland

5. 5

47,820

Euro

5.4

18,330

Euro

EU
(1995)
EU
(2004)

www.businessfi nl
and.fi
www.sario.sk

20

Slovakia

Finnish,
Swedish
Slovak

Norway

5.3

80,790

Norwegian

4.8

59,260

Croatia

4.1

13,830

Kuna
(HRK)

Croatian

EEA/EFT
A
EU
(1973)
EU
(2013)

www.norwayexports.n
o
www.enterpriseireland.com
www.hgk.hr

9

Ireland

Krone
(NOK)
Euro

Moldova

3.5

2,990

Romanian

No

www.miepo.md

48

Bosnia and
Herzegovin

3.3

5,690

Leu
(MDL)
Mark
(BAM)

No

www.fipa.gov.ba

90

a
Albania

Bosnian,
Serbian,
Croatian

2.8

4,860

Lek
(ALL)

Albanian

No

www.aida.gov.al

82

Lithuania

2.7

17,360

Euro

Lithuanian

www.verslilituva.lt

11

North
Macedonia

2

5,450

Denar
(MKD)

Macedonian
Albanian

EU
(2004)
No

www.vladka.mk

17

Slovenia

2

24,670

Euro

Slovenian

EU
(2004)

www.spiritslovenia.si
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Latvia

1.9

16,880

Euro

Latvian

www.liaa.gov.la

19

Estonia

1.3

20,990

Euro

Estonian

EU
(2004)
EU
(2004)

www.eas.ee

18

Cyprus

1.1

23,600

Euro

Greek,
Turkish

EU
(2004)

www.mcit.gov.cy

54

Irish, English

45

24
51

36

Montenegr

0.6

8,400

Euro

Montenegrin

No

www.mepa.co.me

50

o
Luxembour

0.6

77,820

Euro

EU
(1958)

www.tradeandinvest.l
u

72

g
Malta

French,
German

0.4

26,220

Euro

88

0.3

62,417

Krona
(ISK)

EU
(2004)
EEA/EFT
A

www.trademalta.org

Iceland

Maltese,
English
Icelandic

www.islandsstofa.is

26

Andorra

0.07

N/A

Euro

Catalan

www.actua.ad

N/A

Monaco

0.03

N/A

Euro

French

www.meb.mc

N/A

Liechtenste

0.03

156,28
3

German

www.s-ge. com

N/A

in
San Marino

0,03

51,430

Swiss
Franc
(CHF)
Euro

EU
Customs
Union
EU
customs
union
EFTA/EE
A

www.apse.sm

92

0.00
8

N/A

Euro

Italian, Latin

EU
Customs
union
No

www.vatican.va

N/A

Holy See

Italian
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Appendix B: Notes on the Geography of Europe
Countries not included in Appendix A may be transcontinental, meaning they span
both Europe and Asia.
The Russian Federation includes substantial territory in Northern Asia. European
Russia has a population of about 110 million, equivalent to around 78% of the
country’s total population. More than 75% of Russia’s territory is in Asia.
The territory of the Republic of Turkey is predominantly in Asia with European Turkey
accounting for about 11 million people, 14% of the country’s population.
Kazakhstan’s physical, cultural and geographic characteristics are Central Asian but
some of its provinces extend on either side of the Ural River, placing a population of 1
million (out of 15 million) geographically in Europe.
Azerbaijan has certain districts north of the Greater Caucasus, thus geographically
placing a population of about half a million (5% of the total population) in Europe.
Georgia has certain districts north of the Greater Caucasus and thus geographically in
Europe, placing around 5% of the country’s total territory in Europe.
Armenia and Cyprus are entirely within Asia physiographically, but have political,
cultural, and sporting ties to Europe. Cyprus is a divided island yet is entirely within the
EU.
Although Kosovo has declared itself an independent country in Europe, this has not
been accepted by all EU member states.
Also not included in this table are Dependencies or dependent territories, dependent
areas, or Areas of Special Sovereignty (autonomous territories). These include the
Channel Islands (UK), Isle of Man (UK), Gibraltar (UK), and Faroe Islands (Denmark).
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